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Chapter 6

Abstract
Background
Self-perception of social status is associated with eating pathology, but little is
known about the influence of social status as judged by others. The present study
investigates whether self-perceived and peer-perceived social status among early
adolescents are associated with eating pathology in young adulthood.
Methods
This study is part of TRAILS, a longitudinal cohort study on mental health and social development from preadolescence into adulthood. At a mean age of 11.1 years,
the participants enrolled in the study and completed the Self-Perception Profile
for Children, assessing children’s general self-worth, and self-esteem regarding
social acceptance, physical appearance and academic competence. At age 13.6,
peer status among class mates was assessed on domains regarding affection (social
acceptance) and achievement (physical attractiveness, academic competence and
popularity) in a subsample of 1,007 participants. The Eating Disorder Diagnostic
Scale was administered at age 22.3. The present study included peer-nominated
participants for whom body mass index at age 11 and 13, and completed measures
of self-perception and eating pathology at age 22 were available, resulting in a final
subsample of 699 participants (57.8% female).
Results
Both self-perceived and peer-perceived physical attractiveness were inversely correlated with eating pathology at 22 years. Low peer popularity predicted eating
pathology, but this effect disappeared when the other peer-status domains were
controlled for. On the contrary, high social acceptance by peers emerged as a
predictor of eating pathology only after adjustment for the other status domains.
Conclusions
In early adolescence, looking good – either in one’s own eyes or in the eyes of
peers – protects against eating pathology in young adulthood. However, being
liked by peers might indicate a risk.
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Introduction
Disordered eating behaviors and eating disorders usually develop in adolescence.1
The adverse consequences on both mental and physical health are unequivocal.2
Uncovering risk factors for eating pathology may offer clues for prevention. This
study aims to disentangle the respective roles of self-perceived and peer-perceived
social status in the risk of developing eating pathology.
Low self-esteem is a relatively well-established, albeit non-specific, risk factor for
eating pathology.3 Self-esteem develops in late childhood and early adolescence
and is to a great extent shaped by two processes: social comparison with and social
support by significant others such as peers.4 Self-perceived low social status has
been linked to a range of mental disorders,5 including eating disorders (e.g., Troop
et al.6). In contrast to self-perceived social status, little is known about social status
as perceived by others and its potential role in the onset of eating pathology.
Social status can be divided into affection-related status reflecting social acceptance (who is liked), and achievement-related status reflecting the hierarchical
structure of the group (who is best). Only a few studies examined the association
between affection-related status and weight-related behaviors and cognitions.
Graham et al.7 found that adolescents who are well-liked by peers, as assessed
with peer nominations, are more satisfied with their bodies. This is in line with a
longitudinal study8 showing that well-liked early adolescents had fewer weightrelated behaviors and cognitions after eleven months than disliked adolescents.
Lieberman et al.9, on the other hand, found that girls who received more friendship
nominations were more likely to exhibit disordered eating behaviors and displayed
lower body esteem, while Wang and colleagues10 found no association between
adolescents’ affection-related status and body size or dieting behavior.
Achievement-related status refers to popularity or social impact.11 This ‘social attention holding power’ does not equate with social acceptance.12 In a cross-sectional
study among 17-year-old boys and girls, high peer popularity was associated with
more dieting behaviors and a body shape that fits the current ideals for men (muscular) and women (thin) (Wang et al.).10 Rancourt & Prinstein8 found that highly
popular adolescents were at greater risk of developing weight-related behaviors
and cognitions than less popular peers. To our knowledge, there are no studies
on eating disorder pathology in relation to other domains of achievement-related
status, such as academic competence and physical attractiveness.13 Research did
show that obese adolescents are less popular and more often socially rejected,
viewed as less attractive, and labelled as ‘stupid’ or ‘lazy’.14
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In the present study, we investigated associations between early adolescent
self-esteem and classroom social status, and eating pathology in young adulthood.
Two research questions were formulated: 1. Is self-esteem in early adolescence
associated with eating pathology in young adulthood? 2. Is achievement-related
(physical attractiveness, academic competence, popularity) and affection-related
(social acceptance) classroom social status in early adolescence associated with eating pathology in young adulthood? We hypothesized that low self-esteem would
increase risk of developing eating pathology later on. Furthermore, low status in
affection-related domains was hypothesized to be a risk factor for the development
of eating pathology, and high status a protective factor. Considering the unstable
social hierarchy of early high school, both low and high status in achievementrelated domains are inherently stressful and thus were expected to increase risk of
eating pathology.

Method
Study population
This study used a subsample of the Dutch prospective cohort study TRAILS
(TRacking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey), which follows a community sample from early adolescence into young adulthood. The cohort has been
extensively described elsewhere.15 In 2001, 2,230 children (mean age 11.1 years,
SD=0.6) from the north of the Netherlands, selected through community registers
and through their schools, enrolled in the study. The sample includes predominantly Caucasian children from five municipalities in both urban and rural areas.
Follow-up assessments took place bi- or triennially (second assessment wave (T2):
n=2,149, response 96.4%, mean age 13.6 years, SD=0.5; third assessment wave (T3):
n=1,816, response 81.4%, mean age 16.3 years, SD=0.7; fourth assessment wave
(T4): n=1,881, response 84.3%, mean age 19.1 years, SD=0.6; and fifth assessment
wave (T5): n=1,782, response 79.9%, mean age 22.3 years, SD=0.7). The proportion
of female participants ranged from 50.8% (T1) to 52.7% (T5). Informed consent
was obtained from the parent(s) or guardian of the participants at T1-T3, and at
T4 and T5 from the participants themselves. The Central Committee on Research
Involving Human Subjects approved the study.
At T2, classroom social status on several domains was assessed by means of peer
nominations in classes with at least three TRAILS participants.16 Peer nominations
were obtained in 172 classes (72 first grade and 100 second grade of secondary edu-
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cation) at 34 schools. The school classes were more or less equally distributed across
educational levels: 60 low, 53 middle, and 59 high education. The mean number
of students in each participating school class was 18.4 (SD=6.0, range 7-30). A total
of 3,312 adolescents nominated their class mates, which yielded peer nominations
for 1,007 TRAILS participants (51.3% female). The analyses in the present study included peer-nominated participants for whom adjusted body mass index (BMI; see
Measures-Eating pathology) at T1 and T2, and completed measures of self-esteem
(T1) and eating pathology (T5) were available, resulting in a final subsample of 699
participants (57.8% female). Compared to the rest of the total TRAILS cohort, this
subsample had a lower adjusted BMI at T1 and T2, and slightly less eating pathology and higher self-esteem regarding academic performance, social acceptance
and general self-worth at T1. Furthermore, they were somewhat younger at T2 and
T5, more often nominated for good looks and being a good learner, and less often
nominated for being popular at T2 (see Table S6.1 in Supplemental Tables).
Measures
Self-perception

The Self-Perception Profile for Children (SPPC)17 was administered at T1. The SPPC
assesses children’s general feelings of self-worth and self-esteem in five specific
domains (academic competence, social acceptance, athletic competence, physical
appearance and behavioral conduct). Higher scores indicate higher self-esteem.
The SPPC has been shown to have good reliability and validity.18 For this study,
we included SPPC domains that corresponded with the peer-status domains under
study, that is, academic competence, social acceptance, physical appearance, and
general self-worth. Cronbach’s alpha ranged from .71 to .81 for these SPPC scales.
Peer status

Students could nominate their class mates on a total of eighteen topics, of which
four on achievement-related and affection-related status were selected for this
study. Achievement-related questions concerned physical attractiveness (‘Who are
good-looking?’), academic competence (‘Who are good at learning?’), and popularity (‘Whom do others want to be associated with?’). With regard to the popularity
question, students were asked whom they thought others wanted to associate with,
in order to disentangle personal preference from social impact.16 Affection-related
status was assessed by the question ‘Which classmates do you like?’. The number
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of received nominations was divided by the number of classmates, yielding a proportion score ranging from 0 (no nominations) to 1 (nominated by all classmates).
Eating pathology

Eating pathology was measured at T5 by means of the validated Dutch translation
of the Eating Disorder Diagnostic Scale (EDDS), a 22-item self-report questionnaire
that generates DSM-IV diagnoses of anorexia nervosa (AN), bulimia nervosa (BN)
and binge-eating disorder (BED), and an overall symptom composite score.19-21 For
this study we only used the composite score, which was constructed by summing
the raw items, excluding items regarding height, weight and use of birth control.
It indicates the level of eating pathology; not the specific type of eating problems,
and has been shown to have satisfactory internal consistency.20
To control for eating pathology at baseline, two sum scores – one for T1 and one
for T2 – were constructed using measures collected at the first two assessment
waves. Since no specific eating disorder diagnostic instrument was administered at
T1 and T2, a proxy measure was created by means of indicators of eating pathology
based on its core features: high or low BMI, binge eating, compensatory behaviors
and distorted body image.22 A more detailed description of the proxy measure is
provided in Supplemental Information and in Table S6.2 in Supplemental Tables.
Statistical analysis
First, means of all variables used in the study were calculated per gender and differences between genders tested with t-tests. Second, for both genders, correlations
between self-esteem variables, peer-status domains, T1 and T2 baseline eating
pathology scores and T5 eating pathology were calculated. Correlation coefficients
between .20 and .40 were considered weak, between .40 and .60 moderate, and
higher than .60 strong.
Subsequently, a linear regression model was used to predict eating pathology
at T5 by various domains of self-esteem at T1, both unadjusted and adjusted for
baseline eating pathology at T1. Next, all self-esteem domains were adjusted for
one another to assess the specific contribution of each domain. Subsequently, we
predicted eating pathology at T5 by the peer-status variables assessed at T2, both
unadjusted and adjusted for baseline eating pathology at T2, also by means of
linear regression analyses. Again, the effect of peer status on later eating pathology was assessed for each individual peer-status domain separately, and for all
peer-status domains adjusted for one another. Because achievement-related
peer-status variables were hypothesized to have a curvilinear relationship with
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eating pathology at T5, a quadratic term of each achievement-related peer-status
variable (physical attractiveness, academic performance, popularity) was added to
the regression model. Since the eating pathology score of T2 was based on more
variables than the score of T1, the T2 models were also run while adjusting for a
T2 eating pathology score that was based on the same variables as the T1 score,
in order to ensure comparability of the two models. All results were adjusted for
gender. To examine if gender moderated the results, we added an interaction term
to the model for each predictor variable (predictor X gender), and tested whether
this significantly increased the explained variance by means of an F-test. When
the F-test was non-significant, the interaction term was dropped. The significance
threshold was set at .05.

Results
Descriptive statistics
Table 6.1 shows descriptive statistics of the variables used in this study. Regarding
physical appearance and academic competence, girls displayed lower self-esteem,
but were more often nominated for being beautiful and for being a good learner
(difference marginally significant; p= .06) by their class mates than boys. Furthermore, females had significantly higher eating pathology scores at T2 and T5.
Bivariate associations
For both boys and girls, correlations between self-esteem domains were generally
weak, except for the domains of general self-worth and physical appearance, which
were strongly correlated, and general self-worth and social acceptance, which
showed a moderate association (Table 6.2). Self-perception and peer-perception
of social acceptance and academic performance were weakly correlated. No correlation between self-perception and peer-perception of physical appearance was
found. Appearance-related self-esteem and general self-worth showed a weak
negative correlation with eating pathology at T5. Regarding peer status, being
nominated for good looks was moderately correlated with being liked and being
popular in both boys and girls. In girls, higher peer popularity was associated with
lower levels of eating pathology cross-sectionally.
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Table 6.1 Means (SD) of self-esteem, peer status, eating pathology and body mass index, by gender
Difference t-test
(p-value)

Females
(n=404)

Males
(n=295)

Social acceptance

3.10 (0.56)

3.11 (0.54)

t = –0.33 (.74)

Physical appearance

3.08 (0.61)

3.24 (0.57)

t = –3.67 (< .001)

Academic performance

2.90 (0.49)

2.98 (0.50)

t = –2.01 (.045)

General

3.35 (0.52)

3.40 (0.50)

t = –1.35 (.18)

0.57 (0.20)

0.56 (0.20)

t = 0.62 (.54)

Physical attractiveness

0.27 (0.23)

0.13 (0.14)

t = 10.23 (< .001)

Academic performance

0.35 (0.26)

0.31 (0.26)

t = 1.89 (.06)

Popularity

0.10 (0.12)

0.10 (0.13)

t = 0.58 (.57)

0.13 (0.38)

0.08 (0.31)

t = 1.82 (.07)

Self-esteem* (T1**)

Peer status* (T2**)
Social acceptance

Eating pathology*
T1
T2

0.26 (0.57)

0.18 (0.45)

t = 2.11 (.04)

13.28 (10.57)

5.48 (6.78)

t = 11.86 (< .001)

T1

102.74 (15.84)

102.28 (13.62)

t =0.40 (.69)

T2

101.61 (16.06)

100.24 (13.83)

t =1.18 (.24)

T5**
Adjusted BMI*

*

**

17

Self-esteem: Self Perception Profile for Children (SPPC) ; scores could range between 1 (low
self-esteem) and 4 (high self-esteem). Peer status: number of received nominations by class mates
divided by total number of class mates; scores could range between 0 (no nominations) and 1 (nominated by all class mates). Eating pathology at T1 and T2: a proxy measure was created by means of
indicators of eating pathology based on its core features (high or low body mass index, binge eating,
compensatory behavior and distorted body image). Endorsement of an indicator added one point to
the sum score. Scores could range between 0 and 4 for T1, and between 0 and 7 for T2. Eating
pathology at T5: symptom composite score of the Eating Disorder Diagnostic Scale (EDDS)19,21;
scores could range between 0 and 113 for women, and between 0 and 109 for men. Adjusted BMI:
adjusted body mass index (%) = (BMI / 50th percentile BMI for age and gender) x 100.
T1: mean age 11.1 years; T2: mean age 13.6 years; T5: mean age 22.3 years.

Self-esteem and risk of eating pathology
Table 6.3 shows standardized regression coefficients of the four self-esteem domains
and the four peer-status domains, both unadjusted and adjusted for baseline eating
pathology (at T1 and T2, respectively) and for other domains of self-esteem and
peer status. No moderating effect of gender on any of the self-esteem domains was
found. Lower appearance-related self-esteem at 11 years predicted higher levels
of eating pathology at 22 years, also after adjusting for baseline eating pathology
and other self-esteem domains. Lower general self-worth predicted later eating
pathology as well, but this effect disappeared when the other self-esteem domains
were controlled for.
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.30**

.41**

Academic performance

General

.11

Academic performance

Popularity

-.02

-.05

T2

T5

-.18**

-.15*

-.09

-.02

-.01

-.11

-.07

.72**

.24**

.32**

.01

-.01

.02

-.01

.12*

.02

.09

.33**

.16**

.19**

.41**

-.15*

-.09

-.01

-.05

-.10

-.01

.02

.26**

.68**

.21**

.02

-.09

-.05

.16**

.08

.47**

-.05

-.03

-.07

.19**

-.05

-.02

.04

.45**

.02

.58**

-.06

-.02

-.06

.00

.02

.05

-.03

.05

.03

.15**

.28**

.12*

.09

.14**

-.04

-.05

-.03

-.14**

.49**

.28**

-.06

.01

-.11*

.02

.11

.47**

-.05

-.04

-.11*

-.05

.04

-.04

-.02

.07

.35**

-.15**

.05

-.06

-.05

.02

.02

-.05

-.02

-.01

-.02

-.06

.04

-.08

.04

-.14**

-.02

-.20**

-.08

T5***

* p < .05
** p < .01
*** T1: first assessment wave of the TRAILS study, mean age 11.1 years; T2: second wave, mean age 13.6 years; T5: fifth wave, mean age 22.3 years.

-.03

T1

Eating pathology

.20**

-.04

Physical attractiveness

.23**

Social acceptance

Peer status (T2)

.33**

T1

T2

Eating pathology

Social
Physical
acceptance attractiveness

Social
Physical
Academic
General
acceptance appearance performance

Academic
Popularity
performance

Peer status (T2)***

Self-esteem (T1)***

Physical appearance

Social acceptance

Self-esteem (T1)

Table 6.2 Correlations between self-esteem domains, peer-status domains and eating pathology in girls (above the diagonal) and boys (below the diagonal)
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Peer status and risk of eating pathology
Gender did not moderate the relationship between any of the peer-status domains
and later eating pathology. Addition of a quadratic term of the achievement-related
peer-status variables in the regression analyses to account for the hypothesized
curvilinear relationship between achievement-related peer status and risk of eating pathology did not improve the fit of the model either (R-square change for
all achievement-related peer-status variables 0.00; p(F change)> .05). In the model
including the quadratic terms, affection-related peer status (social acceptance) at
age 13 predicted eating pathology at 22 years after adjustment for other status
domains (Table S6.3).
For the sake of parsimony, the quadratic terms were removed from the regression models. In the analyses without the quadratic terms, receiving more peer
nominations for being good looking was associated with lower levels of eating
pathology at age 22, also after adjusting for other status domains and for baseline
eating pathology (Table 6.3). Higher peer popularity showed the same association,
but this effect disappeared after other status domains were controlled for. Higher
social acceptance emerged as a predictor for eating pathology at age 22 only in the
model adjusted for other status domains. The use of the limited version of the T2
eating pathology score did not change any of the results, except that the association
between peer status regarding physical attractiveness and later eating pathology
was no longer significant in the model adjusted for other status domains (beta
-0.09, p= .06).
Table 6.3 Self-esteem at 11 years and peer status at 13 years as potential risk factors for eating pathology at 22 years
Beta (p)*
Unadjusted for baseline eating
pathology

Beta (p)*
Adjusted for baseline eating
pathology

Unadjusted for
other domains

Adjusted for
other domains

Unadjusted for
other domains

Adjusted for
other domains

Social acceptance

–0.07 (.05)

–0.02 (.54)

–0.07 (.05)

–0.02 (.54)

Physical appearance

–0.17 (< .001)

–0.18 (< .001)

–0.16 (< .001)

–0.16 (.001)

Academic performance

–0.02 (.50)

0.01 (.77)

–0.02 (.51)

0.01 (.75)

General

–0.11 (.002)

0.02 (.70)

–0.11 (.001)

0.01 (.86)

Self-esteem domains

Peer-status domains
Social acceptance

0.02 (.49)

0.08 (.04)

0.03 (.34)

0.09 (.03)

Physical attractiveness

–0.09 (.01)

–0.10 (.04)

–0.08 (.03)

–0.10 (.046)

Academic performance

0.03 (.44)

0.02 (.57)

0.02 (.50)

0.02 (.64)

–0.10 (.005)

–0.07 (.10)

–0.09 (.01)

–0.06 (.14)

Popularity

*
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All results are adjusted for gender; bold: p < .05
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Discussion
This study investigated whether self-perceived and peer-perceived social status
among early adolescents – self-esteem at age 11 and peer status at age 13 - are
associated with eating pathology in young adulthood. Data were drawn from a
large cohort study which follows a community sample from early adolescence into
adulthood. Both self-perception and peer-perception of physical attractiveness
were inversely correlated with eating pathology at 22 years. Low peer popularity
predicted eating pathology, but this effect disappeared when the other peer-status
domains were controlled for. On the contrary, high social acceptance by peers
emerged as a predictor of eating pathology only after adjustment for the other
status domains.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that examined the role of peer status
regarding physical attractiveness in the development of eating pathology. We
found that receiving many nominations for good looks at age 13 was associated
with low levels of eating pathology at age 22. Supporting evidence comes from a
longitudinal study by Rosenblum and Lewis23 showing that 13-year-old girls who
were rated as attractive (as judged by study raters) were more satisfied with their
bodies at age 18, regardless of body image at age 13 or physical attractiveness at age
18. The authors suggested that positive social feedback about physical appearance
at age 13 lays the fundament of a positive body image that is relatively stable over
time.23 Negative body image is a very potent, well-supported risk factor for eating
disorders.3 It may not be surprising then that low self-esteem regarding physical
appearance at age 11 poses a risk for the development of eating pathology.
A crucial developmental window around age 13 may explain why studies using
older samples of adolescent girls24 or female college students25,26 found opposite
results: higher objective ratings of physical attractiveness were correlated with
higher levels of weight preoccupation cross-sectionally. Another explanation for
the diverging results may be that physical attractiveness was judged by an average
of seventeen classmates in our study, while this was done by only one research
assistant in two of the other studies.24,25 Furthermore, peer-group judgements of
physical attractiveness reflect the daily social environment, which may be associated with other outcomes than fragmentary assessments by research assistants.
Finally, in the studies by Davies et al.25,26 care was taken to rate exclusively facial
attractiveness, and not other factors such as weight, clothes or accessories; factors
that may be of importance in peers’ judgements about attractiveness.27
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Although both self-perception and peer-perception of physical appearance predicted eating pathology, the two variables were virtually uncorrelated, indicating
that these are largely different concepts. This is in agreement with the weak correlation (.24) between self-rated and judge-rated physical attractiveness found in a
meta-analysis by Feingold.13 He postulated that judge-rated physical attractiveness
can be viewed as a status characteristic, while self-rated physical attractiveness is
a facet of global self-esteem, and as such associated with positive mental health
outcomes.13 Based on our results, this might not hold true when the outcome is
eating pathology. Though high global self-worth was inversely associated with
later eating problems in the unadjusted model, this effect disappeared after the
other self-esteem domains were controlled for. The effect of self-esteem regarding
physical appearance did remain significant after controlling for the other domains.
This indicates that, regarding risk for eating pathology, global self-worth depends
on self-esteem regarding physical appearance rather than the other way round. In
a more extreme form this constitutes one of the core features of the eating disorders anorexia and bulimia nervosa: an overvaluation of weight and body shape,
and a sense of self-worth that is mainly - if not entirely – determined by weight
and shape.28 It must be noted though, that the SPPC measures a combination of
appearance-related self-esteem (How happy are you with your looks?) and selfrated physical attractiveness (How attractive are you?), which are not identical
concepts.13
Low peer popularity at age 13 predicted eating pathology at age 22, an effect that
was accounted for by the positive correlation between popularity and peer status
regarding physical attractiveness. Other studies found associations in the opposite
direction: higher peer popularity was associated with more dieting behaviors
cross-sectionally10 and with more negative body-related cognitions one year later.8
It is unlikely that the longer follow-up duration in our study explains the difference
in results, because we also found an inverse cross-sectional correlation between
peer popularity and eating pathology in girls. Wang and colleagues10 reported a
relationship between peer popularity and physical appearance: at about age 17, the
bodies of popular boys and girls conformed to what is considered an ‘ideal’ body
shape. The authors suggest that there may be a strong social reinforcement –  being
rewarded with popularity – for achieving a body shape that fits the current ideal.10
Based on our results, however, good looks and concomitant popularity in early
adolescence protect against eating pathology in young adulthood.
Contrary to our expectations, adolescents who were well-liked by their class
mates at age 13 showed higher levels of eating pathology at age 22. Only one other
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study9 found that well-liked adolescent girls displayed more disordered eating
behaviors and had lower body esteem than less-liked ones. The authors argued
that girls who are well-liked might achieve high social acceptance because they
rely heavily on the opinions of peers for their own self-worth and will go at length
to be accepted. Girls whose self-worth is dependent on other people’s judgements,
either real or perceived, will actively conform to peer-group values and expectations – the thin-body ideal –, which may lead to body dissatisfaction and disordered
eating behaviors.9 Whether this process underlies the relationship between social
acceptance and eating pathology in our study is hard to tell, and a question for
future research. Another question is whether high social acceptance is a risk factor
for eating pathology per se or reflects an underlying (personality) characteristic
associated with increased risk, such as high interpersonal sensitivity,29 socially
prescribed perfectionism,30 or externalized self-perceptions and self-worth.9
Strengths and limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first study on eating pathology examining the respective roles of self-esteem and peer status simultaneously. Strengths of this study
include its longitudinal and community-based design, a sample including both
male and female adolescents, and a long follow-up period, stretching eleven years
from early adolescence to young adulthood. Response rates remained relatively
high throughout the subsequent assessment waves. Data before the peak age of
incidence of eating disorders were available1, allowing us to make inferences on
risk factors for eating pathology. Moreover, not only self-report data were used,
but objective measures, such as length and weight, and data from other informants
(parents and peers) as well, which is considered an important advance in eating
disorder research.31 Last, physical attractiveness was judged by a relatively large
number of people, which probably increases reliability of the judgement.
There are several limitations to consider. The first concerns possible selection
bias of the subsample used in this study: compared to the rest of the TRAILS
cohort, the subsample had slightly better scores on almost all predictor variables,
with the exception of appearance-related self-esteem, which showed no difference, and peer popularity, which was lower in the subsample. These differences
may limit generalizability of the results to the general population. Furthermore,
selective attrition of putative at-risk adolescents may have caused a restriction of
range in specific self-esteem and peer-status variables, which in turn could have
reduced the power to detect a significant correlation between those domains and
later eating pathology. However, since differences between the subsample and the
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rest of the TRAILS cohort are rather small, the consequences of selection bias are
probably limited.
Second, since no baseline measure of eating pathology was available, we had
to construct a proxy measure, with unknown sensitivity, specificity and validity.
Furthermore, baseline eating pathology may be underestimated in part of the subsample, as not all indicator variables contributing to the sum score were complete
for each participant. BMI had to be complete though in order to be included.
Third, the continuous symptom composite score of the EDDS was used, which
has the advantage of increased power over categorical outcomes (e.g., eating
disorder diagnoses). A drawback of this approach is that we cannot differentiate
between eating disorder diagnoses, which may have different risk profiles. We
believe that this might especially pertain to peer status. Though interpersonal difficulties are common in all eating disorders, specific patterns per eating disorder are
discernable. For example, patients with restrictive eating pathology tend to avoid
conflict, while patients with binge/purge pathology are more prone to conflict.29
These specific characteristics of different types of eating pathology might influence
peer status differentially.

Conclusion
In early adolescence, looking good - either in one’s own eyes or in the eyes of peers
- protects against eating pathology in young adulthood. However, being liked by
peers might indicate a risk.
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Supplemental information
Construction of proxy measure to control for baseline eating pathology
For both T1 and T2, the eating pathology score was based on three items regarding
overeating, weight perception and possible compensatory behavior from the Youth
Self Report (YSR items 53, 55 and 56g),33 and one item on overeating from the
parent-reported Child Behavior Check List (CBCL item 53),33 which was included
because studies have shown that parents add valuable information on this topic.34
The T2 eating pathology score included four additional indicators based on items
assessing body image and compensatory behaviors, which were not included in
the assessment battery of T1. Adjusted BMI (%) was calculated by the formula:
(actual BMI / median BMI for age and gender) x 100. The median age- and genderrelated BMI scores pertained to Dutch children in 1997;35 published data on median
BMI assessed closer to the start of T1 (2001) were not available. An increase of one
point in actual BMI corresponds with an increase of about 6% in adjusted BMI.  
Endorsement of an indicator added one point to the sum score. Some indicators
were mutually exclusive (e.g., the presence of obesity or underweight). See Table
S6.2 in Supplemental Tables for a more detailed description of the ten indicators
for both T1 and T2.
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Supplemental Tables

Table S6.1 Comparison of final subsample and rest of total cohort*
Mean (SD)
Variables**
T1
Age
Adjusted BMI

Rest of
total cohort

Difference t-test
(p-value)

11.09 (0.56)

11.12 (0.55)

t = 1.10 (.27)

102.55 (14.94)

105.28 (18.60)

t = 3.67 (< .001)

Final
subsample

Baseline eating pathology

0.11 (0.35)

0.18 (0.44)

t = 3.93 (< .001)

Self-esteem: social acceptance

3.10 (0.55)

3.04 (0.60)

t = –2.61 (.009)

Self-esteem: physical appearance

3.15 (0.60)

3.10 (0.68)

t = –1.54 (.13)

Self-esteem: academic performance

2.93 (0.49)

2.85 (0.55)

t = –3.34 (.001)

Self-esteem: general

3.37 (0.51)

3.31 (0.56)

t = –2.45 (.01)

T2
Age
Adjusted BMI

13.47 (0.51)

13.61 (0.53)

101.03 (15.16)

102.99 (17.99)

t = 5.89 (< .001)
t = 2.59 (.01)

Baseline eating pathology

0.23 (0.53)

0.27 (0.58)

t = 1.65 (.10)

Peer status: social acceptance

0.56 (0.20)

0.54 (0.21)

t = –1.22 (.22)

Peer status: physical attractiveness

0.21 (0.21)

0.17 (0.18)

t = –2.99 (.003)

Peer status: academic performance

0.33 (0.26)

0.25 (0.23)

t = –5.17 (<.001)

Peer status: popularity

0.10 (0.12)

0.12 (0.14)

t = 2.21 (.03)

22.22 (0.65)

22.30 (0.65)

t = 2.58 (.01)

T5
Age
Eating pathology

*

**

9.99 (9.93)

9.22 (10.14)

t = –1.47 (.14)

Final subsample (n=699; 58.7% female) is part of the larger TRAILS cohort (n at baseline=2,230;
50.8% female), and selected on the basis of the availability of peer nominations by class mates at T2
in a subsample (n=1,007), and of complete data on adjusted body mass index (BMI) at the first (T1)
and second (T2) assessment wave, completed measures of self-esteem at T1 and eating pathology
at the fifth assessment wave (T5).
Adjusted BMI (%) was calculated by the formula: (actual BMI / median BMI for age and gender) x
100. Baseline eating pathology: a proxy measure was created by means of indicators of eating pathology based on its core features: high or low BMI, binge eating, compensatory behaviors and distorted body image.22 Endorsement of an indicator added one point to the sum score. The sum score
could range between 0 and 4 for T1 and between 0 and 7 for T2. Self-esteem: Self Perception Profile
for Children (SPPC)17 domains social acceptance, physical appearance, academic competence and
general self-worth. Scores could range between 1 (low self esteem) and 4 (high self-esteem). Eating
pathology at T5: symptom composite score of the Dutch translation of the Eating Disorder Diagnostic
Scale (EDDS)19,21 by summing the raw items. Scores could range between 0 and 113 for women,
and between 0 and 109 for men.
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Table S6.2 Indicators of baseline eating pathology* at the first (T1) and second (T2) assessment wave**
Indicator

Variables***

T1 and T2
Underweight

Adjusted BMI <85.0%

Obesity

Adjusted BMI >140.0%

Binge eating

I eat too much=very true or often true & Adjusted BMI >120.0%

Binge eating & compensatory
behavior: vomiting

I eat too much=very true or often true &
Vomiting= very true or often true

Distorted body image

I am overweight=very true or often true & Adjusted BMI <100.0%

Parent report: binge eating

Overeating & Adjusted BMI >120.0%

T2 only
Binge eating + compensatory
behavior: excessive exercise

I eat too much=very true or often true &
Exercise to lose weight=yes

Binge eating + compensatory
behavior: fasting

I eat too much=very true or often true &
Breakfast frequency = never

Distorted body image

Body perception=much too fat & Adjusted BMI <100.0%

Distorted body image

Dieting=yes & Adjusted BMI <100.0%

*

Baseline eating pathology: a proxy measure was created by means of indicators of eating pathology
based on its core features: high or low BMI, binge eating, compensatory behaviors and distorted
body image.22 Endorsement of an indicator added one point to the sum score. The sum score could
range between 0 and 4 for T1 and between 0 and 7 for T2.
** Of the TRAILS study.15
*** Explanation of variables:
Adjusted BMI: adjusted body mass index=(BMI / 50th percentile BMI for age and gender) x 100.
Cut-off percentages for underweight (85%), overweight (120%) and obesity (140%) were based on
Van Winckel & Van Mil.32 Youth Self Report (YSR): items 53 (I eat too much), 55 (I am overweight)
and 56g (Vomiting, throwing up without known medical cause).33 Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL:
item 53 (Overeating).33 Exercise to lose weight, breakfast frequency, body perception, dieting: questions developed by TRAILS.
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Table S6.3 Peer status at 13 years and risk of eating pathology at 22 years
Beta (p)
Unadjusted for
baseline eating pathology
Peer-status domains

Unadjusted for
other domains

Adjusted for
other domains

Beta (p)
Adjusted for
baseline eating pathology
Unadjusted for
other domains

Adjusted for
other domains

Social acceptance

0.02 (.49)

0.09 (.03)

0.03 (.34)

0.10 (.02)

Physical attractiveness*

-0.13 (.23)

-0.19 (.11)

-0.12 (.27)

-0.19 (.10)

Academic performance*

0.15 (.20)

0.16 (.16)

0.13 (.25)

0.15 (.19)

-0.04 (.64)

0.01 (.95)

-0.02 (.79)

0.02 (.84)

Popularity*

*

Because achievement-related peer-status variables were hypothesized to have a curvilinear relationship with eating pathology at age 22, a quadratic term of each achievement-related peer-status variable (physical attractiveness, academic performance, popularity) was added to the regression model.
All results are adjusted for gender; bold: p < .05.
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